Climate-Aquatics Blog #70: Restoration success stories that improve
population resilience to climate change
Multiple fish paths to the same happy place…

So as the fisheries community continues to develop better databases, climate scenarios,
environmental descriptors, and predictive models about when & where fish species and
populations occur on the landscape, information overload becomes a real possibility. In those
cases, it can be beneficial to develop decision support tools that help integrate multiple sources
of information & enable “what-if” games to assess potential benefits of different conservation
strategies prior to making real investments. An example of how far those efforts can go is
provided by Peterson & colleagues (graphic 1; study hyperlinked here:
http://www.tu.org/sites/default/files/science/pdfs/Peterson%20et%20al%202013.pdf), who
integrate spatially explicit stream climate scenarios into decision structures concerning common
management issues associated with spatial prioritization and the placement/removal of fish
barriers (blog #66).
But in many places that level of sophistication may be years away from realization, & it also
often takes significant amounts of time for restoration and conservation investments to start
bearing fish fruit, so we don’t want to fall captive to an “inertia of inaction” as we wait for the
perfect models (which we’ll never have). A better strategy is to advance in parallel on multiple
fronts—let the researchers continue playing in their corner to build better models and
information for decision making, but also “move dirt” when & where it makes sense to do so. So
today I just wanted to highlight a few success stories with regards to building climate resilience
into aquatic ecosystems. The first set of successes is described by Williams & colleagues, who
highlight several different case histories in different parts of country (graphic 2; study
hyperlinked here: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jack_Williams13). The second set of
successes is described by Pierce and colleagues regarding work done in the upper Blackfoot
River of Montana (graphic 3; study attached).

One thing that’s obvious from both is that there’s nothing fancy about improving the climate
resilience of fish populations to climate change, it’s basically about improving habitat conditions
and moving systems towards greater complexity by restoring natural regimes of flow,
temperature, sediment, and connectivity (blogs #22, #58, #59, #62). When fish are given better
habitats, they’ve proven time & again that they’re more than happy to propagate themselves into
it. The other common thread among these case histories is that the successes often took decades
of work by dedicated people who oftentimes called those landscapes home, or were willing to
work closely with those who do. That’s fitting, because although it’s cliché to say “global
problem, local solution” that’s exactly what it is. Climate adaptation and making a big difference
can & will emerge from 1000s of similar case histories being replicated by people that care in
watersheds around the globe that they call home.
Until next time, best regards. Dan

Tweeting at Dan Isaak@DanIsaak

Welcome to the Climate-Aquatics Blog. For those new to the blog, previous posts with embedded
graphics can be seen by clicking on the hyperlinks at the bottom or by navigating to the blog archive
webpage here:
(http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/boise/AWAE/projects/stream_temp/stream_temperature_climate_aquatics_blog.
html). The intent of the Climate-Aquatics Blog is to provide a means for the 9,214 (& growing) field
biologists, hydrologists, anglers, students, managers, and researchers currently on this mailing list across
North America, South America, Europe, and Asia to more broadly and rapidly discuss topical issues
associated with aquatic ecosystems and climate change. Messages periodically posted to the blog
highlight new peer-reviewed research and science tools that may be useful in addressing this global
phenomenon. Admittedly, many of the ideas for postings have their roots in studies my colleagues & I
have been conducting in the Rocky Mountain region, but attempts will be made to present topics & tools
in ways that highlight their broader, global relevance. I acknowledge that the studies, tools, and
techniques highlighted in these missives are by no means the only, or perhaps even the best, science
products in existence on particular topics, so the hope is that this discussion group engages others doing,
or interested in, similar work and that healthy debates & information exchanges occur to facilitate the
rapid dissemination of knowledge among those concerned about climate change and its effects on aquatic
ecosystems.
If you know others interested in climate change and aquatic ecosystems, please forward this message to
them. If you do not want to be contacted again in the future, please reply to that effect and you will be deblogged.
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